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Comprehension Skill Teaching Resources
Use of Language – Interpreting Word Meaning

For students 
reading at a  
6th grade 
 level or  
higher

To support instruction, this set of resources will help your 
students develop the essential comprehension skill Interpreting 
Word Meaning. A word can have more than one meaning, 
based on how it is used in a phrase or a sentence. When readers 
see an unknown word, they look for clues and hints in the texts 
to figure out what the word means.
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Use of Language
Interpreting Word Meaning

Lesson 1

I N T E R M E D I AT E

Parts of speech refers to the functions of words in a sentence. All words in the English language 

are parts of speech. There are eight recognized parts of speech: nouns, pronouns, adjectives, 

verbs, adverbs, prepositions, conjunctions, and interjections.  

This lesson covers nouns, pronouns, and verbs. Here’s what these parts of speech do.

 

A noun is a word for a person, place, thing, or idea. 

• A noun can be

 » used with an article (a, an, the): a ladybug, an icicle, the door 

 » used without an article: compassion, groceries, friendship, mountains

 » a gerund (a verb form ending in -ing that acts as a noun): Swimming is my favorite 
exercise; Planning everyone’s schedules is exhausting.

• A common noun indicates people, places, things, and ideas that are general. Common nouns 

are not capitalized: The woman traveled to the city, visited a museum, saw art, and learned 
about math.

• A proper noun indicates people, places, things, and ideas that are specific. Proper nouns are 

capitalized: Sara traveled to Paris, visited the Louvre, saw the Mona Lisa, and learned about 
the Fibonacci Sequence.

A pronoun is a word that takes the place of a noun.  

• Subject pronouns are I, you, he, she, it, we, and they. Subject pronouns replace the subject in 

a sentence. The subject performs the action in the sentence.

 » Michael saw his friends at the park. —>  He saw his friends at the park.

 » Naomi and Mary are taking the dogs for a walk. —> They are taking the dogs for a walk.

• Object pronouns are me, you, him, her, it, us, and them. Object pronouns replace the object 

in a sentence. The object receives the action in the sentence.

 » Please put the clothes in the wash. —>  Please put them in the wash.

 » Luke is driving Kyle and me to school today. —>  Luke is driving us to school today.

A verb is a word that shows action or indicates being. There are three main types of verbs: 

action, linking, and helping.

• An action verb expresses physical activity: 

 » Ray shouted when he saw the snake.

 » Eric enjoyed the concert.

 » Julia plays piano.
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• A linking verb expresses a state of being. It connects the subject to the rest of the sentence. 

 » The most common linking verbs are the forms of the verb “to be”:

  I am finished; They were leaving; He has been studying.

 » Other linking verbs pertain to the five senses (touch, sight, smell, sound, taste) and how 

things in the world are understood and interpreted:

  The room feels damp. (The room itself doesn’t “feel.” The person making the 
statement has an understanding about the room.) 

  Shari’s decorations look terrific! 

  Something in the fridge smells bad. 

  Your suggestion sounds good. 

  The milk tasted sour.

• A helping verb helps the participle (past tense) form of a verb be precise in some way. 

Helping verbs include:

 » has, have, had (to define the timing of things): 

  Elvis has left the building. (The action of leaving is complete.) 

  I have seen Elvis before. (The action of seeing is complete for now but may happen 

again in the future.) 

  I had hoped to see Elvis again. (The action of hoping happened before the action of 

seeing.) 

 » has, have, had (to form a question)  

  Has Elvis left the building? 

  Have I seen Elvis before? 

  Had I hoped to see Elvis again?

 » do, does, did:

  (to provide emphasis) I do like Elvis; He does work hard, He did sing beautifully.

  (to form a question) Do I like Elvis? Does he work hard? Did he sing beautifully?

Can a word be more than one part of speech? Yes! Words with multiple meanings are often 

different parts of speech. For example, the word “well” can be

• a noun: That farmhouse has its own well for water.

• an adjective*: He is not a well man.

• a verb: Tears well up in my eyes whenever I laugh too hard.

• an adverb*: The directions say to shake well before using.

• an interjection*: Well! That’s the end of that.

*Note: See Lesson 2 for these parts of speech.

Use of Language
Interpreting Word Meaning

Lesson 1

I N T E R M E D I AT E
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Use of Language
Interpreting Word Meaning

Lesson 1

I N T E R M E D I AT E

 ► Read the directions and complete the tasks that follow.

In the table listed below, match the part of speech with the correct definition. Write the letter of 

the definition in the blank line following the part of speech.

PART OF SPEECH                                         DEFINITION

1. verb _ A. a word that takes the place of a noun

2. noun _ B. a word that expresses physical activity

3. common noun  _ C. a word indicating people, places, things, and ideas that are specific

4. helping verb _ D. a word indicating people, places, things, and ideas that are general

5. pronoun _ E. a word that replaces the subject in a sentence

6. action verb _
F. a word that expresses a state of being and connects the subject to 

the rest of the sentence

7. object pronoun _
G. a word that helps the participle form of a verb be precise in some 

way, provides emphasis, or forms a question

8. proper noun _ H. a word that shows action or indicates being

9. linking verb _ I.  a word for a person, place, thing, or idea

10. subject pronoun _ J. a word that replaces the object in a sentence

The words listed below can be both nouns and verbs. For each word, write one sentence using  

the word as a noun and one using it as a verb. Use a dictionary, if necessary, to find the meaning 

of a word.

1. address (noun)

2. address (verb)

3. bow (noun)

4. bow (verb)

5. ground (noun)

6. ground (verb)

7. lie (noun)

8. lie (verb)

9. need (noun)

10. need (verb)

11. point (noun)

12. point (verb)
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Lesson 1

I N T E R M E D I AT E

 ► The following excerpt is taken from The Red-Headed League by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. In the 
numbered spaces that follow, identify the parts of speech that are numbered and in bold. 

(The parts of speech for this task are common noun, proper noun, subject pronoun, object 
pronoun, action verb, linking verb, and helping verb.)

(1) I (2) called upon my (3) friend, (4) Mr. Sherlock Holmes, one (5) day in the (6) 
autumn of last (7) year, and found (8) him in deep conversation with a very stout and 
elderly (9) gentleman with fiery red (10) hair. With an apology for my intrusion, (11) I was 
about to withdraw when (12) Holmes (13) pulled (14) me abruptly into the (15) room and 
(16) closed the (17) door behind (18) me.

“(19) You could not possibly have come at a better time, my dear (20) Watson,” (21) he 
said cordially.

“(22) I (23) was afraid that (24) you (25) were engaged.”

“So I am. Very much so.”

“Then I can wait in the next room.”

“Not at all! This gentleman, (26) Mr. Wilson, not only (27) has been my (28) partner and 
(29) helper in many of my most successful cases, but also (30) has hinted that (31) he can 
be of the utmost use to (32) me in yours.”

The stout gentleman (33) rose from his chair and (34) gave a quick bow of greeting, 
with a quick little questioning (35) glance from his small (36) eyes.

1. 13. 25. 

2. 14. 26. 

3. 15. 27. 

4. 16. 28. 

5. 17. 29. 

6. 18. 30. 

7. 19. 31. 

8. 20. 32. 

9. 21. 33. 

10. 22. 34. 

11. 23. 35. 

12. 24. 36. 
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Lesson 2

I N T E R M E D I AT E

Parts of speech refers to the functions of words in a sentence. All words in the English language 

are parts of speech. There are eight recognized parts of speech: nouns, pronouns, adjectives, 

verbs, adverbs, prepositions, conjunctions, and interjections. 

This lesson covers adjectives, adverbs, prepositions, conjunctions, and interjections. Here’s 

what these parts of speech do.

An adjective is a word that describes a noun or a pronoun. An adjective can 

• come before a noun or pronoun: an enormous elephant, a hybrid car; Silly me - I forgot my 
keys!

• come after a noun or pronoun: our trip was long and tiring, this bread is warm and fresh, that 
kitten is adorable 

• indicate quantity: some researchers, twelve months, one-quarter cup sugar

• impose limits: every city, each time, no smoking

• show possession: his homework, her guitar, your goals, our parents

 

An adverb is a word that describes a verb, an adjective, or another adverb. Adverbs often (but 

not always) end in -ly.

• He drives slowly. (the adverb slowly describes the verb drives)

• I have an exceptionally obedient dog. (the adverb exceptionally describes the adjective 

obedient)

• She waited very patiently for her turn. (the adverb very describes the adverb patiently) 

• Adverbs tell 

 » how something happens: He carefully cleaned the glass.

 » when something happens: They will arrive tomorrow.

 » where something happens: We will meet you there. 

A preposition is a word that shows a relationship between words or parts of a sentence. Some of 

the most common prepositions are:

about before by from of since

above behind down in off through

across below during inside on to

after between except like out up

at beyond for near over with
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Prepositions are combined with nouns and pronouns to form prepositional phrases. The general 

formula for forming a prepositional phrase is: preposition + noun or pronoun = prepositional 
phrase.  For example: in (preposition) + the kitchen (a noun) = in the kitchen (complete 

prepositional phrase).

Prepositional phrases can give information about: 

• process: I opened the lock with a key; She likes to travel by boat.

• conditions: If it snows, the school will be closed; Please water all the plants except the cactus.

• time: Let’s watch a movie after dinner; They’ll pick us up at 2:00 p.m.

• location: We planned a picnic at the beach; The pencil rolled under the desk.

• reason or logic: She went to the doctor because she didn’t feel well; Since the workshop is 
finished, I will leave. 

A conjunction is a word that connects other words, phrases, or sentences. Different types of 

conjunctions connect different types of grammatical structures.

• Coordinating conjunctions join words, phrases, or sentences of equal grammatical 

importance. There are seven coordinating conjunctions which can be remembered by the 

acronym FANBOYS: for, and, nor, but, or, yet, so. Coordinating conjunctions join:

 » word to word: Olivia likes apples and pears.

 » phrase to phrase: Falling snow can look peaceful yet can cause problems. 

 » sentence to sentence: I like tea, but I don’t like coffee.

• Correlative conjunctions are pairs of conjunctions that join words or phrases in parallel 

structures. Common correlative conjunctions include:

as...as neither...nor rather...than

both...and no sooner...than such...that

either...or not only...but also whether...or

• Some examples of correlative conjunction in use:

 » as...as: Trains are as fast as cars. 

 » both...and: The service at this restaurant is both fast and friendly.  

 » either...or: We will either ride our bikes or go for a walk.

 » not only...but also: The bus was not only late but also full.

 » whether...or: She’s not sure whether to wear a raincoat or to bring an umbrella. 

Use of Language
Interpreting Word Meaning

Lesson 2

I N T E R M E D I AT E
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I N T E R M E D I AT E

An interjection is a word or short phrase that expresses feeling or emotion. An interjection: 

• may come at the beginning of a sentence: Ah, what a beautiful day!

• or at the end: That wasn’t as bad as you thought, right?

• may stand on its own for added emphasis: Way to go! You won your first game!

• is followed by an exclamation point for strong emotions: Yuck! Something does not smell good. 

• or by commas for lesser emotions: Meh, I’m not that interested.

Can a word be more than one part of speech? Yes! Words with multiple meanings are often 

different parts of speech. For example, the word “well” can be:

• a noun*: That farmhouse has its own well for water.

• an adjective: He is not a well man.

• a verb*: Tears well up in my eyes whenever I laugh too hard.

• an adverb: The directions say to shake well before using.

• an interjection: Well! That’s the end of that.

*Note: See Lesson 1 for these parts of speech.
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Lesson 2

I N T E R M E D I AT E

 ► Read the directions and complete the tasks that follow.

In the table listed below, match the part of speech with the correct definition. Write the letter of 

the definition in the blank line following the part of speech.

PART OF SPEECH                                         DEFINITION

1. conjunction _____ A. a word that connects other words, phrases, or sentences

2. interjection _____ B. a word that describes a noun or a pronoun

3. preposition  _____
C. pairs of conjunctions that join words or phrases in parallel 

structures

4. correlative conjunction _____ D. a word that describes a verb, an adjective, or an adverb

5. adjective _____
E. a word that shows a relationship between words or  

parts of a sentence

6. prepositional phrase _____
F. a word that joins other words, phrases, or sentences of 

equal grammatical importance

7. coordinating conjunction _____ G. preposition + noun or pronoun

8. adverb _____ H. a word or short phrase that expresses feeling or emotion

The words listed below can be more than one part of speech. For each word, write two sentences, 

with each sentence using the word as a different part of speech (shown in parentheses).

1. about (preposition)

2. about (adverb) 

3. even (adjective)

4. even (adverb) 

5. flat (adjective)

6. flat (adverb)

7. just (adjective)

8. just (adverb)

9. under (preposition)

10. under (adverb)

11. yay (interjection)

12. yay (adverb)
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I N T E R M E D I AT E

 ► The following excerpt is taken from Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland by Lewis Carroll. In the 
numbered spaces that follow, identify the parts of speech that are numbered and in bold. 

(The parts of speech for this task are adjective, adverb, preposition, prepositional phrase, 
coordinating conjunction, correlative conjunction, and interjection.) 

Alice was beginning to get (1) very (2) tired of sitting (3) by her sister (4) on the bank 
and of having nothing to do: once or twice she had peeped (5) into the book her sister 
was reading, (6) but it had no pictures or conversations in it, ‘and what is the use of a 
book,’ thought Alice ‘(7) without pictures or conversations?’

 (8) So she was considering (9) in her own mind ((10) as well as she could, (11) for 
the (12) hot day made her feel very (13) sleepy and (14) stupid), whether the pleasure of 
making a daisy-chain would be worth the trouble of getting up and picking the daisies, 
when (15) suddenly a White Rabbit with pink eyes ran (16) close by her.

 There was nothing so VERY (17) remarkable in that; nor did Alice think it so VERY 
much out of the way to hear the Rabbit say to itself, ‘(18) Oh dear! Oh dear! I shall be 
late!’ (when she thought it over (19) afterwards, it occurred to her that she ought to have 
wondered at this, (20) but, at the time, it all seemed (21) quite natural); but when the 
Rabbit (22) actually TOOK A WATCH (23) OUT OF ITS WAISTCOAT-POCKET, (24) and 
looked at it, and then hurried on, Alice started to her feet, (25) for it flashed across her 
mind that she had never (26) before seen a rabbit with either a waistcoat-pocket, (27) or a 
watch to take out of it, and burning with curiosity, she ran across the field after it, and (28) 
fortunately was just in time to see it pop (29) down a large rabbit-hole (30) under the 
hedge.

1. 11. 21. 

2. 12. 22. 

3. 13. 23. 

4. 14. 24. 

5. 15. 25. 

6. 16. 26. 

7. 17. 27. 

8. 18. 28. 

9. 19. 29. 

10. 20. 30. 
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Lesson 3

I N T E R M E D I AT E

Many words in the English language belong to word families. A word family is a group of words 

that share a common base word or word root, and have related meanings. 

A base word is a complete word that forms other complete, related words when different 

beginnings (prefixes) and endings (suffixes) are added to it. Many words can be base words. For 

instance, nearly any verb can be a base word, since different verb forms have different endings. 

For example, the word read is a base word. It’s a complete word by itself. 

• As a verb, read means to look at and understand a written or visual element: He can read and 
write in three languages.

• It’s also a noun that means the act of examining or evaluating something: Give that contract a 
good read before you sign it.

See how the meaning and part of speech of read changes (but are still related to the original 

word) with different beginnings and endings added:

• Endings (Suffixes)

 » -s: reads (verb, present tense): She reads.

 » -ing: reading (verb, present tense): They are reading; (gerund) Reading is my favorite 
way to relax.

 » -er: reader (noun, a person who reads): You are a fast reader.

 » -able: readable (adjective, understandable or legible): The printed pages were old but 
still readable.

• Beginnings (Prefixes) 

 » mis-: misread (verb, to misunderstand or mistake): Take your time with this project; if 
you’re in a rush, you’ll misread the directions.

 » un-: unread (adjective, forgotten or ignored): Unread emails remain in your inbox until 
you open or delete them.

• Both Beginnings and Endings: 

 » un- + -able: unreadable (adjective, impossible to understand): The blotchy ink and messy 
handwriting made the note completely unreadable. 

Unlike a base word, a word root is not necessarily a complete word by itself. Rather, a word root 
is a word or word part that acts as a building block from which many other words are formed. 

Most of the word roots in English are Greek or Latin in origin. Some common word roots are 
bene, bio, geo, graph, port, and vac. Most word roots must be combined with beginnings or 

endings (or both) to form a complete word.

For example, the Latin word root cred means believe. The addition of beginnings and endings 

creates multiple new, but related, words:

• cred + ence (ending) = credence: belief that something is true

• cred + ible (ending) = credible: believable, reasonable

• in (beginning) + cred + ible (ending) = incredible: hard to believe, unbelievable

Knowing base words and word roots can help you understand the meaning of new words. As 

shown by read and cred, one base word or root word that is known becomes multiple words that 

are understood.
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There are many word roots used in the English language. Here are examples of the most 

common ones.

Common Word Roots

WORD ROOT                                         ORIGIN MEANING EXAMPLES

anni-, annu- Latin year anniversary, annual

audi Latin hear audio, audience, auditorium, inaudible

ben, bene Latin good benefit, benevolent, benign

cent Latin hundred centennial, centimeter, century

chron, chrono Greek time chronic, chronology, synchronize 

dict Latin word diction, dictionary, edict, verdict

geo Greek earth geode, geology, geometer, geometry

gen Latin create gene, generate, generous, generation

graph Greek write graphic, autograph, paragraph

jur, jus Latin law jury, just, justice, justified

lum Latin light illuminate, luminary, luminous 

mani, manu Latin hand manicure, manual, manuscript

mater, matri Latin mother maternal, maternity, matriarch, matrimony

pater, patri Latin father paternal, paternity, patriarch, patriot

path Greek feeling apathy, empathy, pathetic, sympathy

ped Latin foot pedestrian, pedicure 

phon Greek sound phonics, homophone, saxophone, telephone

photo Greek light photocopy, photograph, photon

scrib, script Latin write describe, script, scripture, transcribe

sect Latin cut bisect, dissect, intersect, section

terr Latin earth terrain, terrarium, territory

vac Latin empty evacuate, vacancy, vacate, vacuum

vore Latin eat carnivore, omnivore, voracious

Use of Language
Interpreting Word Meaning

Lesson 3

I N T E R M E D I AT E
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 ► Read the directions and complete the tasks that follow.

Each base word or word root below is part of a word family. For each word, add a prefix 

(beginning), a suffix (ending), or both to create related words. Use a dictionary or other resource 

to find prefixes and suffixes. How many related words can you make? (The first word is done as 

an example.)  

 BASE WORD/

WORD ROOT 
RELATED WORDS

1. act acts, acting, acted, action, active, react, reacting, reacted, reaction, reactive

2. agree  

3. build  

4. construct  

5. direct  

6. expect  

7. grace  

8. help  

9. judge  

10. list  

11. mind  

12. own  

13. port  

14. quilt  

15. respect  

16. sign  

17. turn  

18. unite  

19. valid  

20. young  

Use of Language
Interpreting Word Meaning

Lesson 3

I N T E R M E D I AT E
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For each sentence below, look at the word in bold text. In the blank lines, write: 

• the word root and its meaning 

• the beginning or ending and its meaning

• the meaning of the word in bold 

Use the Common Word Roots and a dictionary for reference. (The first one is done as an 

example.)

1. Julia’s favorite part of the aquarium is the stingray tank.

word root:   beginning/ending

what does aquarium mean?  

2. Many gods and goddesses mentioned in old myths are immortal.

word root:   beginning/ending

what does immortal mean?  

3. Dates on a timeline are usually listed in chronological order.

word root:   beginning/ending

what does chronological mean?

4. In his career as a linguist, Jeff has learned to speak and read more than 20 languages.

word root:   beginning/ending

what does linguist mean?  

5. The pages of the ancient manuscript were dry and crumbling.

word root:   beginning/ending

what does manuscript mean?

Use of Language
Interpreting Word Meaning

Lesson 3

I N T E R M E D I AT E

aqua - water arium - location
a place where water is kept and water animals live
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6. Kelly is creating her family’s genealogy to see how far back she can trace their ancestral line.

word root:   beginning/ending

what does genealogy mean?

7. Don’t forget to bring the binoculars when you go on the nature walk this weekend.

word root:   beginning/ending

what does binoculars mean?

8. The busy intersection in the center of town really needs a traffic light.

word root:   beginning/ending

what does intersection mean?

9. A third-person omniscient narrator knows the thoughts and feelings of all the characters in a novel.

word root:   beginning/ending

what does omniscient mean?

10. I had a terrible bout of insomnia the other night. I barely got any sleep at all.

word root:   beginning/ending

what does insomnia mean?  

Use of Language
Interpreting Word Meaning

Lesson 3

I N T E R M E D I AT E
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Lesson 4

I N T E R M E D I AT E

Many words in the English language belong to word families. A word family is a group of words 

that share a common base word or word root, and have related meanings. These new, related 

words are formed when affixes are added to a base word or word root. 

• An affix is a letter or set of letters that is added to a base word or word root. The two most 

common affixes are prefixes and suffixes.

 » A prefix is a letter or set of letters added before a base word or word root. Some 

common prefixes are an-, auto-, co-, de-, ex-, and un-. 

 » A suffix is a letter or set of letters added after a base word or word root. Some common 

suffixes are -able, -er, -ful, -ing, -ist, and -ness. 

The meanings of the newly created words change based on the prefixes and suffixes used. 

How does a prefix work? Let’s look at the word cycle, which comes from a Greek word. As a 

noun, cycle means wheel or series of events. As a verb, it means moving in a circular way. See 

how the meaning and part of speech of cycle change (but are still related to the original word) 

when different prefixes are added:

• “bi-” (“two”): bicycle (noun - a vehicle with two wheels)

• “tri-” (“three”): tricycle (noun - a vehicle with three wheels)

• “uni-” (“one”): unicycle (noun - a vehicle with one wheel)

• “re-” (“again): recycle (verb - to repeat a series of events; to reuse in a circular way)

Even though the prefixes change the meaning of cycle, the words above are all in the same word 

family. They are all still related in some way. 

How does a suffix work? Let’s look at the word care, which comes from an Old English word. As 

a noun, care means concern or attention. As a verb, it means to nurture or be concerned with. 

See how the meaning and part of speech change (but are still related to the original word) when 

different suffixes are added:

• “-ful” (“full of”): careful (adjective - full of care; accurate)

• “-less” (“without”): careless (adjective - having no care; messy or sloppy)

• “-giver” (“one who gives”): caregiver (noun - one who tends to someone else’s needs)

• “-ing” (having the quality of): caring (adjective - kind or thoughtful)

• verb endings

 » -s: (present tense): He cares about the environment.

 » -ing: (present tense): I am caring for the neighbor’s dog while she is away.

 » -ed: (past tense): She has always cared about her health.

 » -ing (as a gerund): Caring about others is important.

Even though the suffixes change the meaning of care, the words above are all in the same word 

family. They are all still related in some way.
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When prefixes and suffixes are added to a word, they create new words that are part of a word 

family. The new words are still related to the original word in some way. Knowing the most 

common prefixes and suffixes can help you learn new or unfamiliar words. One word that is 

known becomes many words that are understood.

There are many prefixes and suffixes used in the English language. Here are examples of the 

most common ones.

Common Prefixes

PREFIX                                         ORIGIN MEANING EXAMPLES

a- Greek without apathy, apolitical, atypical

auto- Greek self automatic, autograph, automobile

bi- Latin two biannual, bicycle, bilateral, bipartisan

bio Greek life biology, biography, biopsy

co- Latin with coexist, cofounder, copilot, coworker

de- Latin remove decrease, decode, deconstruct

dis- Latin not disagree, disappear, disbelief, discontent, dislike

ex- Latin out, up exceed, excel, exit, expand, expire, export

il- Latin not illegal, illegible, illiterate, illogical

im- Latin not imbalance, immature, imperfect, impossible

in- Latin not inactive, incomplete, inefficient 

mal- Latin bad, wrong malevolent, malfunction, malignant

mis- Latin bad, wrong misuse, misfortune, mislead, mismatch

mono- Greek one monochrome, monolith, monogram, monotone

multi- Latin many multimedia, multimillion, multiply

omni- Latin all omnivore, omnipotent, omniscient

poly- Greek many polyester, polygon, polymer 

pre- Latin before prehistoric, prepay, preschool

pro- Greek forward, outward proceed, produce, propose, provide

re- Latin again recount, redo, repaint, reread, return, rewrite

semi- Latin half semiannual, semicircle, semicolon

sub- Latin under submarine, subset, suburb, subway

trans- Latin across transfer, transform, transplant, transport

un- Latin not unforgettable, unkind, unnecessary

uni- Latin one unicycle, uniform, universe, university
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Common Suffixes

SUFFIX ORIGIN MEANING EXAMPLES

-able, -ible Latin capable of believable, convertible, incredible, portable

-acy Latin state or quality accuracy, democracy, literacy

-al Latin pertaining to feudal, personal, optional, seasonal

-er Latin comparative bigger, cheaper, faster, lighter, wider

-er, or Latin one who carpenter, narrator, officer, protector, worker 

-esque Latin in the manner of grotesque, picturesque, statuesque

-est Greek the most biggest, cheapest, fastest, lightest, widest

-dom Old English place or state of being boredom, freedom, kingdom, stardom

-ful Old English full of beautiful, careful, joyful, thoughtful 

-hood Old English place or state of being adulthood, childhood, neighborhood

-ify, -fy Latin make or become mystify, personify, satisfy, simplify

-ious, -ous Latin have the quality of ambitious, humorous, nervous, studious 

-ish Greek have the quality of childish, fiendish, foolish, selfish

-ism Greek belief or doctrine activism, heroism, idealism, optimism

-ist Greek one who artist, bicyclist, cartoonist, scientist

-ive Latin have the manner of attentive, expensive, narrative 

-ize Greek become alphabetize, civilize, humanize 

-less Old English without careless, endless, fearless, painless

-ment Latin condition of adornment, enrichment, involvement

-ness Old English condition of brightness, fitness, illness, thickness

-ship Old English state or condition of friendship, hardship,  kinship, ownership

-sion, -tion Latin state of being confusion, permission, qualification

-y Old English characterized by icy, nerdy, sleepy, tricky, wavy
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 ► Read the directions and complete the tasks that follow.

In the table listed below, match the prefix or suffix with the correct definition. Write the letter of 

the definition in the blank line following the prefix or suffix. 

 WORD ROOT, PREFIX, OR SUFFIX MEANING

1. omni-  _ A. out, up

2. -less  _ B. the most

3. ex-  _ C. place or state of being

4. auto-  _ D. many

5. -est  _ E. characterized by

6. -esque  _ F. bad, wrong

7. sub-  _ G. remove

8. -hood  _ H. one who

9. -ize  _ I. in the manner of

10. pro-  _ J. full of

11. -ship  _ K. half 

12. -y  _ L. one

13. mal-  _ M. without

14. de-  _ N. belief or doctrine

15. -ism  _ O. self

16. semi-  _ P. become

17. -ful  _ Q. under

18. uni-  _ R. all

19. poly-  _ S. state or condition of

20. -ist  _ T. forward, outward
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Each base word or word root below is part of a word family. For each word, add a prefix 

(beginning), a suffix (ending), or both to create related words. Use a dictionary or other resource 

to find prefixes and suffixes. How many related words can you make? (The first word is done as 

an example.)   

 BASE WORD/

WORD ROOT 
RELATED WORDS

1. art artful, artifact, artificial, artisan, artist, artistic, arts, artsy, artwork 

2. astro

3. believe

4. comfort

5. dent

6. equal

7. fear

8. heart

9. interest

10. knight

11. lab

12. like

13. morph 

14. need

15. pack

16. read

17. sweet

18. tap

19. valid

20. wind
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Writing Prompts for Anchor 4: Use of Language  

4A Interpreting Word Meaning – Figurative Language 
 

Prompts for Both Fiction and Non-Fiction 

Basic Give two examples of how an author described a person, animal, or object by 
saying it was like something else. 

Basic Write a poem or song that compares two things using the word "as." For 
example, "she is as tall as a tree," or "he is as quiet as a mouse." 

Basic Find examples in five selections of words that describe things you can hear, 
see, or touch. 

Basic Write three paragraphs about an animal from one of the selections using as 
many lively and descriptive words as you can. For example, "The playful, 
chocolate kitten was as fluffy as a cloud." 

Basic Draw five columns and label each one with one of your five senses. Find 
examples of figurative language from selections you have read that relate to 
each sense. 

Intermediate Describe how metaphor, simile, hyperbole, or personification is used in a 
selection and explain how it enhances or distracts from the selection. 

Intermediate Write short paragraphs that demonstrate use of simile, metaphor, idiom, and 
hyperbole. 

 

Prompts for Fiction Only 

Intermediate Describe how an author can use figurative language to create suspense and 
give an example from a selection. 

Intermediate Draw five columns and label each one with one of your five senses. Find 
examples of figurative language from selections you have read that relate to 
each sense. 
 

Prompts for Non-Fiction Only 

Intermediate Choose an essay or speech you have read and describe how the author's use 
of figurative language helped to make the essay or speech effective and/or 
meaningful. Use details from the selection to explain and support your 
answer. 
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Writing Prompts for Anchor 4: Use of Language  

4A Interpreting Word Meaning – Definitions 
 

Prompts for Both Fiction and Non-Fiction 

Basic Choose a selection you read that included some unfamiliar vocabulary. Describe 
how you used context clues to figure out what the words meant. 

Basic Choose a selection that included some unfamiliar vocabulary. Replace the 
unfamiliar words with synonyms that are easier to understand yet still convey the 
same meaning. 

Basic Describe three or more words that you learned recently by reading Non-fiction 
texts about a certain topic. Explain why knowing these words has helped you better 
understand the topic. 

Basic Describe how the knowledge of another language can help you understand a new 
word or phrase you read in English. 

Intermediate Explain how the context of a selection helped you to understand a word or phrase 
you did not know. 

Intermediate Describe how the knowledge of another language can help you understand a new 
word or phrase you read in English. 

Intermediate Choose a selection that included some unfamiliar vocabulary. Replace the 
unfamiliar words with synonyms that are easier to understand yet still convey the 
same meaning. 

Intermediate Describe three or more words that you learned recently by reading Non-fiction 
texts about a certain topic. Explain why knowing these words has helped you better 
understand the topic. 

 

Prompts for Fiction Only 

Intermediate Explain how a character's actions or attitude can change the meaning of a word or 
phrase. 
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